Libertarian Railroad Commission
Candidate Mark Miller Wants Voters to
Declare Independence from Two-Party
Rule
AUSTIN, Texas, July 5, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Texas Libertarian
Candidate Dr. Mark Miller urges voters to declare independence from two-party
rule. With Govs. Gary Johnson and Bill Weld representing the Libertarian
Party at the top of the ballot this year, the next highest contest in Texas
will be the statewide election of Texas Railroad Commission, for which Miller
is running.

“The majority of Americans are not happy with the Presidential candidates put
forward by the Republican and Democratic parties,” notes Miller. “Americans
deserve more than two choices. This year is an opportune moment for Americans
to see the value of more parties and more candidates. Indeed, voters have the
power to end two-party rule.”
Miller points to a growing core of voters in both the Republican and Democrat
parties who are fed up with the continued corruption and manipulation by
elitist major party candidates who seem to have forgotten their
constituencies are comprised of American citizens rather than special
interests and lobbyists. Libertarian Presidential candidate Gov. Gary Johnson

is often quoted as saying that most voters are Libertarian, they just don’t
know it.
“If a voter is frustrated by the two presumptive nominees, tired of
government imposing on their privacy, and disgusted by corruption, special
interest influence, and big government, the Libertarian platform offers a
decisively different and liberating alternative,” says Miller.
The Libertarian Party promotes personal responsibility and limited
government. Libertarians advocate that the government’s principal function is
to protect individual liberties as outlined in the U.S. Constitution and
otherwise not meddle in the lives of citizens.
“This Independence Day I wish to remind every Texan that they own their own
vote – no one else does. Texans are fiercely and proudly independent, always
have been and always will be. They need to remember that independent spirit
when they vote. It is time to stand up against two-party politics which have
failed us all.” says Miller. “We deserve better and more choices than what
the two old parties have offered. With a little investigation, I believe a
strong surge of Texans and Americans will discover that they can proudly and
confidently vote Libertarian and usher in the change they wish to see.”
Texans can join in the Miller campaign’s efforts to end two-party rule by
visiting http://endtwopartyrule.com/.
About Mark Miller:
Dr. Mark A. Miller, PE, is a native-born and long-time resident of Texas and
is the Libertarian Party’s 2016 nominee for Texas Railroad Commissioner. Dr.
Miller began his career in the oil and gas industry as a petroleum engineer.
Later, he earned a PhD from Stanford University and taught petroleum
engineering at the University of Texas at Austin for 18 years. After leaving
UT, Dr. Miller established a worldwide petroleum engineering consulting
practice which provided software to the oil and gas industry. Dr. Miller was
the Libertarian Party’s 2014 nominee for Texas Railroad Commissioner. More
information: http://www.miller4tx.com/.
*VIDEO: https://newstorymedia.wistia.com/medias/xcsg7mpsv3
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